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FIRST SEMESTER 2022

Welcome to Week 11!
This can only mean one thing. We are

wept when we remembered Zion”
(Psalm 137:1).

almost approaching the homestretch on

To no surprise, this week’s bulletin is

this first semester of 2022. I hope you are

mostly occupied by the happenings of

progressing well with your final

the Brotherhood Cup, which was held at

assessments. Remember, if "a journey of

Salesian College last Saturday. This

a thousand miles begins with a single

year’s tournament was a wet and

step", a journey to a thousand words

gloomy one, but it did not dampen the

begin with single letter. Also, don’t

enthusiasm and determination of our

forget to take some breaks along the way, YTU lads.
and be gentle with yourself. Also, don’t
be shy to approach your lecturers if you
have any concerns or questions. They are
more than happy to lend a hand.

One noteworthy feature of this year’s
team was their new team uniforms. I
guess whether if they won or lost a
game, they looked good doing it. There

As always, check out Chris’s inspiration

were three other teams competing: The

biblical verse of the week as you get to

Missionaries of God’s Love, Corpus

class. I hope, as we approach those

Christ College, and Catholic Youth, who

dreaded deadlines, it is not going to be

were the defending champions.

“by the rivers of Babylon we sat and
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First game was against Catholic Youth,

a last-minute penalty, which was

where YTU scored the opening goal.

converted, sealing the deal for YTU (4-3).

Unfortunately, an equalizer from the

One could not script this sports narrative

opposition, and an own goal handed our

any better.

boys in teal their first loss. The next
game was against the MGL’s, who have
bolstered their team since last year’s
competition. Sadly, a brace from the

MAY ZOOM SEMINARS
This Monday on Building the Church we need series;

A big thank you to our valiant players,
and their supporters who showed up in
the cold and rain.

eventual tournament MVP was too much Enjoy the rest of the week…
for YTU. Then, our boys faced Corpus
Christi in the final match, a seminarian

In the heart of Jesus,

derby. Planning on exorcising the
demons of last year’s defeat to the guys
in fluoro-green, YTU did not start well,
conceding the opening goal. But this
game was a back-and-forth contest, and
the comeback victory was achieved with

Appointment of New Registrar

REFLECTION

We have Appointed Mr Adam Couchman as

Emeritus Professor John Warhurst, Chair of
Concerned Catholics Canberra Goulburn; and
Claire Victory, National President of St Vincent
de Paul Society. John and Claire are Plenary
Council members.

Scan to register!

Registrar in succession to Janette Elliott. He
brings experience as a teacher and administrator
at Booth College in Sydney and Eva Burrows
College Melbourne. He has ministry experience
as a Salvation Army Officer. He is currently
engaged in a PhD with UD in the field of Liturgy.
Adam began work on 26th April. We are very
pleased to have a person of Adam experience
available to take up this crucial role and are
enjoying having him with us.
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BROTHERHOOD CUP 2022
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A JOB OPPORTUNITY
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